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Executive Summary

Evaluation of the-Adaptation of the Personalized System
of Instruction to Nontraditional Adult Learners

The PersonaliZed Syitem of InstruCtion (PSI) is a self-pacedt mastery-
oriented system that-emphasizes the use-of printed instructional materials and
peer proctors. Lectures geneiallY are reserved for motivational use. PSI has
proven to be .an exceptionally_suCcessful approach to instructing college
students; ,such,olasses have been conducted in hundreds of Settings, in dozens
of'content areas, and in more 'than 3q countries; reports of,program outcomes
mnerally haveiddicated an unusually high 'level of program effectiveness.
However, only minimal research has been done on the tffectiveness'of PSI on
adults in settings other than colleges and universities.

The-Research Triangle Institute (RTI),_under .a contract with the National
Institute

'
of Education (NIE),-has developed and Implemented a _PSI program; for

nontraditional adult learners...1 The. methodolegY and findings of this research
are ,described ctiiree volumes: this voluMe, Valume_ii_ia_an_executive-summary;
Volume2II reviews- particularly pertinent literature and current_ practices in
bath PSI and adult education; and-Volume III describes the development, imple-
-meniation, and results of the PSI program

Given the limited level of'effort devoted to the study,..no conclusive
findings regarding the-effectiveness of PSI for nontraditional adults were
attempted; rather, the primary objectiVe of the study was to answer the'question:-
"Is further investigation of the use of'PSI for nontraditional adult'* learners
likely't6-be worthwhile ?" A secondary objective was to identify potentially
fruitful areas for further investigation.

The steps in the research were to: '(1)- review the iiterature-And pgaCtice
oft-PSI with particular attention to' implications for the use of PST with
nontraditional adult learners;" review literature on adult learning with
emphasis on desCribing student characteristics and on identifying populations.
likely to-allow a fruitful adaptation of PSI; (3) draw some conclusions regarding
Major factors that should be considered when developing and implementing a PSI
program for nontraditional adult learners; (4) develop a PSI program for
teaching reading comprehension and-mathematics to adult_ students; (5) implement
and evaluate this program with three groups of students; and (6) use the
collected info*ation to address the research'objectives listed above.

A. Suggestions Based on the Review. of Literature and Current Practices

The review of literature and practice.of` -PSf and the review of literature
on adult learning led to several suggestions- regarding the 6nitability of PSI
for teaching-n6ntraditional adult learners, and for developing and implement -.

ing-such 7a-programl---Following7is a summary-of-the-maTe7tritical of these-
,

4' For purposes of thii report "nontraditional adult. earer'',is.defined' As
an adult who fs studying, usually. Part'time, in. otherthan'thetraditionai

college or university) academic setting.

O
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1. 'Materials in .PSI

The primary requirements for PSI instructional materials are that0 01

they bepermanent, transportable, affordable and available to students whenever,
they need them. The packaged nature of PSI materials would'appear particularly
supportive of the instructional needs of nontraditional adult learners who
typically have varying achievement. and capability levelS, and needs_ for alter-
native study schedules. The packaged, often self-instructional, materials
also, would' appear particularly appropriate where teacher availability or
capability is a problem. Reported research with off- campus students and
testing by telephone indicates that the traditional°college setting is not
essential to the successOf

The high, often prohibitive, cost of preparing PSI materials tends to
limit development of new materials to those situations where, the extensive use
of the materials reduces the per-unit costto a reasonable amount. PSI, then,
appears particularly appropriate for several subpopulations of nontraditional
adult learners where large numbers of individuals hive common needs. (e.g., the
_need for.adultbasit education)'.

While ,PSI typically hes not been used to teach.students with
educational attainment,,,...somof the_reportedresearchgppearsto.support the-
Alse of PSI with such students.'4 potentially negative aspect of the Packaged'
PSI materials could-he ;their lack of, acceptance by teachers, who might consider
PSI to be-d thieat,to their traditional role. This factor does not appear to
have been' specifically addressed in PSI research to date.

. 0

One suggested experimental variable is the introduction of substitute or
supplementary,modes of instruction (e.g., audio tapes, video disks) in the
Place of the written instruction used in traditionalPSI. Such an approach
might permit the 'Use-iif-a Modified, 'PSI approach for teaching students who
cannot read or who hive limited reading ability.

0 2. Mastery Requirement. of psr

0 0'

Many nontraditional adult-leathers suffer from being deprived of
success, and,from lack -of self-confidence, and they have a fear of failure.
PSI appears to hold partitulgr promise,for such students. The literature
identified improvement ,in self=ankidence as a paint outcome of the
-requirement of PSI.--One of the goals of mastery learning was summarized as
being "to adjust the- skills, and interests of all students...
through instructional Methadetc6produce elite performance, 'rather' thanto-
select students already demonstrating it."

The research liteigture addeci_g_note of;cautibil that would appear partic-
ularly applitabletonontranitiOnai",adnfi learners. The large number of PSI
unity tests add the requirement for mastery of those tests were identified:as

--beiAg-piitentially-disconCerting to students-at the outset- of a0 PSI course. .

The sudden digrupiionof student expectations, by introducing unfamiliar and
'Otentially hreatening regulations, was suggested as 'one cause of,procrasti-
nation, heavy withdrawals, and other problems frequently encountered in PSI.

The successful P_Si_program apparently must provide a "win -win" situation
and, a sufficient orientation to the mastery system (e.g-., assuring Students'

2
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that they can operate successfully within such a system). One promising
Approach would.appear to be the avoidance of the use.61 "pretests" and "post-
tests:" Instead, all tests could be "diagnostic instruments."` Ethphasis 'Could
be removed from whether 4 student paSted or failed 4,unit test, and could be
placed on providing the student and proctor with informationito determine
"what weshOUld do iv,xt.'\", Thismould mein that the students would=,mot experi
enCe outright failure. At worst, they would discover that,, they. were not
progressing as rapidly as *they had hoped. At best,, they would'find that each
diagnostic test moved them ahead to totally"fiewHlearning materials.

3. Self-Pacing in PSI

The self-pacing feature of PSI would appear to permit students to
'move thrOugh a_ course at speeds commensurate with their_abilities_and other
demands up:in their time. Since nontraditional students typically present a
wide range of entry behaviors and a wide range of needs, a PSI program that
has no fixed beginning point or fixed ending point might be particularly
effective. Such a program would permit a student to begin at his/her appro-
priate level and progress as far as his/her time, motivation, and ability
permitted.

While both, the PSI and adult learning literature appear to support
Attempts to.alotivatestudents'to progress at a reasonable pace, such efforts
vith nontraditional adult siudenii Should-he approached" with considerable
care. Strict, overt efforts to maintain the speed of the self-paced learning

.7. Could seem authoritarian,. and could result in the students' resistance to' such
useof adult authority through withdrawal from the'learning situation. One
possible motivational aid might be to make the initial learning modules rela-
tively short. This might serve the dual purpose of introducing the learner to
success in self-pacing while at_the same time relieving his/her fear of failure.
Rewardsf, spch as certificates of completion awarded upon completion of blocks
of instruction, also might serve as motivational aids,.

4. Peer-Proctors in PSI'

The appropriate use of peer proctors would appear to be one of the.;
most prothisineoontributiohs to success in a PSI program for nontraditional
Adult learners._ The adult learner typically needs: (a) nonthreatening assis-
tance in determining needs; (b) "assistance fh ascertainilig,present level of
accomplishment (and, thus, the immediate learning: needs); (c) motivation to
learn,;. (d) assistance with learning materials; (e) a sense of belonging or
fitting into the-learning environment; (f) learning alternatives not inhibited
by resentment of authority or.'unpleasant memories of past schoolihg; and'
,(g)i social interactions. The use Of peer proctors appears promising as one
'method of. helping to address these needs.

5. Motivational Lectures in'PSi

- Since the "motivational lecture" typically has been loosely defined
as any supplementary or motivational activity not related to the actual delivery
of essential instruction, its role with nontraditional adults could be that.of
providing needed social interactions, rewards for accomplishments, or oppor-
tunities to meet other needs not typically addressed by the more formal aspects_
of a PSI program.

3 6
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6. PSI Systems
\-_

Suggestions offered in the literature for developing and impleTenting
instructional programs for nontraditional adult learners were summarized as
follows:

° Providing an optimum learning crimate.
0 Adjusting to a heterogeneous student body.
0

Addie-Sling the student's need for immediate success.
Assuring that-real and perceived student needs are being met.

° Reduting fear of failure.

The total PSI system, as variously described in the 1iterature- w
appear to hold promise for providing just_sudh_activities for nontraditional-
adult learners. -

7. Description-of Two Selected Subpopulations

"..:

Two large_subpopulatiOns of nontraditional adult learners were
idea` ified as iiiifialarly in need of educational assistance of the' type that
might be offered by PSI. Following is.a brief description otIthese

.
groups._

Persons in need of adult basic education constitute cvast subpopulation.
Of the approxiiifirci-I50 million noninstitutionslized Ameeicans 18 years old:
and' older; 'oiler' 25''million -(17-- percent)- have-receiVed'8;years or less of
,schooling. Statistica-l-breakdowns-of-this-group-hy-sekT-tnte, and Spanish
origin' indicate the °inclusion. of a disproportionately large percentage W.F.,
blacks and Hispanics. Even the figure Of_25 million may not represent the-
extent, of the'prbblem of adult undereducatidn, since many adults who have gone
to' school for eightyeaft ,cannot fundtionnt that grade level. Ih the State
of North Carolina in 1978, loi'example, 10 percent of all eleventh grader's
failed to pas'in_seventh_grade.reading test; as percentfailed'a'math test on
a similar level: Perhaps 40 percent of thepation's high school graduates
read below the eighth grade level. The social and economic impact of this
undereducation-is staggering. For example, adults who have not gone beyond
grade school make up one-third of the unemployed, and an.additional one-thitd
of the unemployed do hot have a high school diploma-.,

Adults in correctional institutions represent another major subpopulation
having significant_and largely unmet learning needs. The nation's' jails,
workhouses, penitentiaries and reformatories admit, control, jandrelease.an
,estimated 3 million individuals each-year.. On any'day-during:the- year, approx'.---
imately 1.3 million individuals are under correctional authoritytions
officials estimate that percent of State prison inmates are school dropouts.
Over One' million individuals in penal institutions in the U.S. 'lack the educa-
tional and vocational skills for entering and Maintaining gainful employment.
The American Bar Association estimated the average educational athievementof
offenders at the fifth to sixth grade level: 40 percent of the offenders Are
without previous work experience. The magnitude of 'the responsibility of
corrections was implied by the caution that the vast majority of prison inmates
eventually will be released to be a part of a society to which they have had -

little chance to adjust.

, 4 RI - 1.



B. Program Development

Three adult basic education'(ABE) classes o a public continuing educa-
tion institution (hereinafter referred, to as the 'operating institution) were
°selected for implementation of a PSI program. selected classes were an
on- campus day cla'ss, af,day class held in the laundry room of A housing project,
and a prisOn site. Two additional classes, an on-campus night class and,a day
-community center class, were selected for use as comparison groups. Each of
these classes supposedly had au Average- enrollment of 10-15 students who met

--°twice each week for tWo-to-three hour sessions. The students were stated to
beover the age of 18 and to function at between the fourth and eighth grade
'.level in reading, mathematics, and oral and written communichtion. The students
were predominantl black and a roximately 99 percent were females (except in
t prison setting 'where all students were males). 1

The following- sequence of activities was planned,for the-program.
ax

. > O G '

Provide training to the ,classroom managers (the teachers assigned to,

. the PSI classes were Intended tosterVe as classroom managers).
a

' ".. /.ProVtde.inttrnction to proctors. .

Administer placement /assessment instruments.
'Provide students with -an' introduction to PSI.
ProVide instruction in reading edaprehensionand.matheMatics.
Provide- for student demo4fration of '-mastery_ of each unit of

, -instruction.::-_ . , -
. .

PrOvide motivational activities.. , --
Administer end-of,treatient-assessment instruments.

following products Were selected or developed for use in the program.

Classroom manager-instruction. No formal classoom.instrUctious were
-prepared since'a formal training session as planned. However, an outline
Of some of the major points to be covered-in the training, particularly
points the classroom manager might need to review later, was,developed:

Proctor instructions. Since the use of internal proctors was planned
(i:e., any student who had deMonstrated mastery of a particular" unit of
instruction wouldbe eligible to serve as proctor for that unit), no
.formal training was anticipated. A booklet was prepared that outlined
for the proctors their responsibilities and how they should fulfill them.
A copy'of this. booklet was intended .to 'be made available for review by
any student who was qualified'to be.a proctor.

Placement/assessment 'instruments. The Adult Basic Leaining Examination -

(ABLE)'2 was selected to determine if students had the 'knowledge necessary
-.for 'entry into the PSI program and to provide a measure of achievement

gains resulting from participation in the program. To minimize adminis-
tration, time, only the reading, eomputation, and- problem- solving tests
'were used. One -of the alternate forms of the Level II battery (for.
grades 528) was used for a pre-treatment test. The Tennessee. -Self- Concept.

.

Harcourt,. Brace, Jovanovich,



Scale3 was selected for pre-treatment aftd post-treatment assessmentof
student self-concept. A new answer sheet was prepared because of the
extreme difficulty of following the.order,of items on the provided answer
heets. :

.

Student introduction to PSI. A self-instructional unit was prepared fo,
introduce- the students to PSI. The general format of the unit was iden-
tical to fhe format used fo.r the language and mathematics materials.'

Instructional materials.' Thirty units of reading comprehension instruction
were prepared. Twenty-five of these units were based on the Steck-Vaughn
Adult keAding Program4 2100-2800 series (for grades 4-8). These materials
were extensively modified primarily by repackaging'the materials as

.4indiVidual-units and-bY providing.4Structionsas to to proceed
° tthrough the-materials. Five of the lessons were based on,selected portions
'of Scott, Foresman's'adult reading -fomprehensiow,series.5 Twenty -five
units from of the Individualized Mathematics Programs were,selected
for'instruCtiln in mathematics. The Level D was selected primarily
becanse it is more suitable for adiAlta-than are the other levels.

-14-astery demonstration instruments: At least two mastery demonstration
instrnments'Were provided for-each unit of instruction. One instrument
waaincluded in the instructional package as a practice mastery demon-
-stration to: permit the student .tocheck his/her mastery level before
attempting the foimal mastery- demonstration. Instruments for the reading

__units were .adaptations at the ,publishers' tests and newly- developed
Tt-..eas. The mathematics tests (three forms) were used as provided by the
Publishers.

Motivational activities.
-presentation.:-Thesewere
the Classrobm manager.,

'End of treatment assessment instruments. The alternate form of the
Level II ABLE readingT -computation, and probled solving tests; and the
Tennesse Self-Concept Scale were used as end -of- treatment assessment
instruments.

Several motiVatianal films7 were selected far
intended to be followed by discussions led by

As was noted previously, the primary
the question: "Is further investigation
adult learners likely to be worthwhile?"

3 Counselor Recordings and Tests,
'Tennessee 37212.

objective of the study was to answer
of the use of PSI for nontraditional
A secondary objective was to identify

ox 6184, Acklen Station,.Nashville,

4 Steck-Vaughn Company Publishers, P.O.Box 2028, Austin, Texas '78768.
..

.
5-- Scott,. Foresman LifelongLearning Division, 1900 East Lake Avenue,
GlenVieW

, Illinois 60025._

6 EdITS Publishers, P.O. Box 7234; San Diego, California 92107.

7 "Climb" (22 minutes color), Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California 90069, and "It Couldn't Be Done". (53 Minutes, color),

'Films, inc., 1144 ,Wilmette, Illinois :60091. .
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potentially fruitful areas'ar further investigation. To address these,objec-
tiVes; a case study approachwas planned. While some comparison data were to
be collected, the primary emphasis was_rintehded to-iie-upon. colleetion of,
observational data at the three implementation-sites.

No rigid rules were established for the .collection of on-site obserua-
f) tional information. In-stead the intent was to-prepare a list of critical

events based on observation (rather than tailor; the observation to fit a
predetermined list of anticipated events). This orienting, framework Or
observational data.collection;.,was, in general,-based upon the f6ilowing:

c
Student reactions to: Proctor reactions to:

other students'
proctors
teacher

the instructional -
system

the instructional
materials'

.

Teacher reactions to:

-stidents
othe'r proctors'

,the instructional
system.

the instructional
materials

students
proctors
the instructional
system

. the instructional
materials

Several forms were provito the classroom managers for recording
student activity and opinion information,-and for,-noting significant classroom
observations:. (1)4 ='a form'torecord efickstudentqSactivities, (2) charts to
record the names of students'Uho qualified:as proctors for different units,
(3) form for the classroom managers' use in recording students' opinions
about each lesion and the assistance ;they. received with it, and (4) a loose -
leaf notebook for the clISerOommanager to record general observations and
comments.

Classroom observations were intended:to be made primarily by the class-
room manager. However, the researchers also visited each of the PSI classes
at least once a week. The resultant observational data were intended to be
summarized by iite,and faZtors pertinent to the research questions highlighted.
Because of the largely unstructured' nature cifthe observationil data collection
activity and the uncertainty as to the exact nature of the information to be
.colledted,* no "specific plans for analysis or reporting were made.

Plans were made to collect specific objective data that were considered
to be measures of class and individual Student progress. However, because of
the very small number of classes and ;students, no generalization of findings
was intend4fr: Four specific types of objective data were to be collected:
number of units mastered; pre- and post-treatment self-0concept measures; pre-
'and post-treatment.achievement measures; and attendance records.

C. Program Implementation and Results

Just _prior to the beginning of the PSI program implementation, certain'
internal difficulties at the cooperating institution (including the loss of a
considerable amount of its anticipated fuliding) resulted not only in the
discharge of the cooperating institution's. entire ABE administrative staff,
but also minimized other expected suppdrt services. Teacher assignments were
delayed; until several days prior,to, sthe first class sessions, there wa
consideable doubt as to whether the ABE programs would operate at all.

)

-;.
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Because,of this delay, teacher training was limited to one thirty-minute
session with one teacher.

'The assigned teacher of one of%the PSI classes became 1,1'the day prior
to the beginning of classes:an4-was replaced by a teacher who was new to the
cooperating institution and 'who had no teaching experience with ABE students.
The teacher responSitie for the prison setting planned for inclusion as -one of
the three PSI Classes was disturbed at the idea of introducing48I into the
prison class; and was adaaiant in his insistence that a structured approach
would be 'untenable. The researchers had no alternatiVe but to drop the prison,
class and select an alternate setting. Another of the cooperating 4institu-
tion'S housing project classes, this one a night clams meetinin a, recreation

v____room, was - selected as the-replacement.

S.

Actual enrollment in the ABE classei was considerably lower.than,e6ected.
Also, the entry performance level of the. students was considerably lower than
expected, with 36 percent of the students scoring below the tourthgraA level
in reading comprehension, 44 percent scoring.below the fourth grade level in
mathematics computation, and 83.percent scoring below the fourth grade level

. in mathematics problem solving.

4

The on-campus day class met from 9:00 to 11:00-a.m.. two-days..- week-r
Classes were held in a regular classroom in one of the main campus buildings.
The summer qMarter began on July"10, 1980'and ended on September 25 (a total'
of /2 class sessions). The teacher, Young black Wale, had an undergraduate
degree in business administfation. He had had no previous teaching training
or teaching experience.

The teacher showed considerable enthusiasm for the PSI program. He wa s
particularly` pleased that a structured program was available that would permit
him to begin immediately with his classroom responsibilitiei. Since'he was
not familiar with teaching ABE students, the already-planned PSI program
relieved *him of the responsibility for selecting materials, determining an '2,

instructional approach, etc.' This was particularly important to him since he
was not being paid for extra time to plan a program.

Initial. student enrollment in this class. was eight. An additional seven
students-enrolled_ at other times during the quarter. The students were pre-
dominantly black (14 ofthe 15) and predoMinintly female (13 of the 15), On
the. Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, five of the eight tested students scored
below the fiftieth percentile and three scored above. Of the eight initial
students who took the ABLE tests, two scored below the fourth grade level in,
reading comprehension, three below the fourth grade level i arithmetic compu-
tation, add six below_ the fourth grade level in arithmetic problem solving.

' Based on these scores, six of the students, began immediately on the PSI pro-
gram. The two students who scored at below the third grade level in reading
comprehension were provided with remedial instruction and intensive tutoring
by the teacher-until he considered their reading level to be sufficiently high
to enter the program. As the quarter progressed, seven new students enrolled.
Two of these were.pretested and entered into the PSI program. The other, fiVel
because of their short period of enrollment and limited attendance, were not
pretested and were not entered into the PSI program.

8 ,
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= During the first quarter, the students 'appeared to be exceptionally
enthusiastic and made considerable progress in completing the instructional

Q __._

-units. The-peer proctor system worked well; the studentsIseemed to like the
idea of students helping - students. gCompetition was keen between several of

. the students to complete lessons so'they could be the first\ to serve as prFtor
for that lesson. Many of the students.obyiously were doing a considerable
amount of studying outside of class. Several students completed .a module
(five math units or six language- units) and were presente4Cwith completion
'certificates, which proved to be excellent motivators: The teacher was able
to spend virtually full-time tutoring the few slow' students\. He initially
prepared reasonably detailed notes ot'his classroom observations, And-his
enthusiasm was obvious. He emphasized that students were becoming_more_open,--

---more-willingra'ask-fdr-lEd-give assistance, an_ d more anxious; to fully utilize
. all of the class time. His primary negative comment was tha) some stUdentS
'appeared to have more difficulty with the reading comprehension than their
ABLE test scores would have indicated. Also,'he commented that several stu-
dents had difficulty mastering, the initial, language or mathematics unit.
These students apparently had not grasped the concept of mastery; that is,
they had not accepted the idea that they really had to know the materials in
one unit before they would be permitted to move on to the next, unit. Once a
student had mastered the first unit, however, this problem largely ceased to
exist for. that student. i

t. .

-
.

. .

a
These optimistic results began to moderate during the.last weeks of the

quarter. Several entries in the teacher's notes are indicatiVe of the .change.
One entry noted that the teacher used the class session to :'review materials

-,.already covered in PSI lessons." Another entry notes that "students, are
classroom oriented, and tend to lean more to the instructor-student relation-.
ships vs. proctor-student." Often, when the_rieiearchers visited the class,
the students were not involved in individual activities but were passively
observing a teacher lecture - demonstration. When the teacher was qUestioned
about such activities, he attemEted to assure the.researchers that such inci-
dents were exceptionsto the. rule, and that the PSI program was being imple-
mented as planned most of the time. .

Enrollment in the class for the second quarter (October 2 through DeceM-
ber 18) was 18. One-half of these were students continuing from the first
quarter. Only two of the nine new students' reading levels,were found to be
sufficiently high to permit entry into the PSI program.

As the second quarter'progressed, the class more and more became a con-
ventional classroom. On November 24, the teacher gave up all pretense of
condycting a PSI class by stating that he was, discontinuing the use of the PSI
matierials except for providing them as required for students to use outside of
class. The teacher also documented this in a letter to the coordinator of the
ABE program. He gave two baicleasons for the change. First, he stated that
the PSI materials were .too -difficult for the students and that the materials
'could be mastered only after "regular classroom instruction, by way of black-
board use, and visual aids." The second, somewhat contradictory, reason was
that many of the students had learned so much that they should be taught the
pre-GED'test so that. they could be transferred to the GED program. (The GED
program apparently'is funded separately from the ABE program with the coop-
erating.institution receiving' more funding for GED students.)

9 1.2



c By this time only six class sessions remained inthe quarter, and plans
already had been made - got three of these sessions (one session for another
motivational film, and two sessions for posttesting). Therefore, no action ,

was taken by the researchers other than expressikig their-concern, td both the
teacher and the ABE coordinator, regarding:the seeming lack of consisfency.in

'the reasons for the change and the apparent breaking of a commitment to the
researchers:.

The clasi_held in. the latindik room. of a housing project met from 10:00 to,
12:00 a.m. twice

t

a week. The teacher, a black femafe, vorked full time as a
social:worker and had earned 4 waster's degree in sociology. She also had
taught ABE part time for several years. The initial enrollment was four

-middle-aged blSdk females: Three additional black femalei enrolled during the
first montb. Of the fohr pretested" students, three were-reading -atabovethe
fourth 'grade- level; one was reading at below the third grade level. The
self- concept scale scores showed oneofthe three tested students to have a
relatively high se/f-concept, and two to haVe quite low self-:concepts.

As with the students in the on7campussiass, these students,made reason-
. able-progress with the'instructional materials. The students seemed initially

to be quite docile. The teacher referred to themes her "babies" and treated...
them accordingly..,.However.,.the Peerprodtotsystem worked, exceptionally well,
particularly. conside4hg,thesmallsize of the class. The students established
firm ftleddShips with,bther class members and frequently studied together in
each other's homes between classes. They also frequently telephoned each

. other for-assistance.

The teacher resighed at the end of the first quarter and was replaced by
a. young blaCk male attorney. He had had.no previous ABE teaching experience
but indicated his belief in the value of such programs. He proved to be a
competent ,and dedicated teacher, and the students seemed to prosper in the
absence of 'the- former mothering environment. They became visibly more Asse&
tive and several of them began a strong but friendly coMpetitiont-6 see who
could make the most progres's. One negative aspect of this assertiveness and
competitiveness was that studenti began to attempt to demonstrate mastery
without first thoroughly studying the related unit. Records for the second.
,quarter showed 14 instances of students attempting to demonitrate mastery from
2 to 5 times before succeeding.

A
'

The Class held-in a housing project recreation room met from.6:00 p.m. to
'a:tib p.m. twice weekly. This class was chosen- for PSI implementation as a
.replacement for the originally-planned prison site. Theteacher, -a black.
fema'l'e, had a _teaching certifiCate and worked full:time in the Headstart
program as ateacher. Her primary area of training and interest was in teach-
ing grades K-3. She also had had several years' experience as a part-time ABE
teacher. .

_The.room_in-which.the-clasS met -appeared .no Linger to bey used as a recrea-
-tioh,room. The-building iaas -iri:a_poor state of repair. Most of the ceiling
had collapsed as a' result of leaky roof, many of the windows-were boarded
hp, the _lighting was poor, and ,there was no heat. The six initially tnrolled
-Strateniscuere yoUng black adults (in their late teens or early twenties). Two
additional-students enrolled during the first quarter. Pretest scores for the
four, studentsvho'ciere-iested indicated performance in language and mathematics

`V, 0
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at about the fifth The Tennessee Self-Concept Scale scores for
three Ofthe-ttudentivere above the fiftieth percentile; one score was below
the fiftieth percentile.:-

- -; _.

The tudints-hiUndparticular difficulty-witfithe PSI materials; alio,
the peer prodtOr system -apPeared-to-function well. Unfortunately, however,
the students` did Verrlittle-studYing. Studehts typically were late for ,class
and-often.left early. The students spent very little time on' tasks, but
instead talked about sociii.mattersi,:toOk.nips,.or s -imply sat and. nothing.
Two studenti7appeared-to-have slept ihrough^the motiVational frlm.shown by the
researche0.-- The teacher was peiiimistic.and ditcoaraged, and frequently told
the students that she was going td quit if they did not show more interest.
Her comments-te'the researchers were that this'was typical of the class behavior
for,the yearthat.she had-been teaching there.

Four, weeks intotthe, second, quarter; the adminittrative staff at the
cOoperatinvinstitutiOn informed' the teacher that since .311 but one of het
students were also attending high.schooi, they no longer could be enrolled in
the ABE program. The class was abruptly cancelled and the teacher was given
two weeks to either recruit a new class or be ,OisChargeth -Tfie teacher imam--
diately. recruited 15 new students .(according to the enrollment /attendance
records)-and continued with the new class. Two weeks before-the expected-end
of the second quarter; the teacher was told by the administration to discon-
tinue classes immediately since she already had "used all of her contact-

^._No posttest data were collected chid to this early
class. Also, aUetb-7Unusuallypoor-attendance-on_thepart of-the new students,
practically no additional work was done on PSI lessons.

A'

One of the comparison classes was an on- campus night class of nine students
(ten studentsfar the secondAuarter). The..students were black, ages 18 to 76
and, unlike the other classes, about 75 percent were males: Students functioned
at from -- below. the third grade level to the eighth viade level. The teacher
was a black female who had had four years' experience as a high. schoel.teacher.
The instructional approach could be described as traditional, with the teacher
attempting to"address the needs'of the average student and hoping the above-
average and below- average students also:woUld-profit:__Much-of the class time
was spent in teacher explanation an-dbladkboard-_siOrk. Totheextent'practicafi
individualiVork,wai 'provided to. .students. and_limitecitime spent-with each

-

student to assist him/hervithparticiilar-prObleMSnrConcerni.
,

;The other comparison clans was a housing project class with an enrollment
during,the first quartei of four students. Only two_ofthete students attended
ciasAmdre-than ,ClaSses* met from-12:30 to 2:36p:mr. twice weekly.
The teacher for the firit qddrterwas the same- teacher responsible for the-

,

-hOunink projectlaundry 'room PSI- -class. "ToweVer, in this class, she used-a'
-conventional classrdom apprOach except that she was- ableto Provide more
individual attention because of the very limited enrollment, Atfhe7beginning
of tile second quarter, another community class with equallylow-enrollmentvas,
combined with this class. The new class had:an enrollment of eight. The-new
teacher, ahlack'female,-had,an.undergraduate degree in political science.
This -was. her first teaching 'ekperienCe, _and she' used the same con_yentional
teaching approach as noted for the first quarter.

11
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The pSI-program results, as. reflected by data such-as number of lnstruc,-
-tional units completed, pretest and posttest scores on the ABLE and on. the
Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, and student attendance, Were as_follows:.a .

0. -

Twenty-five_pSI students mastered a total of 48 language units and 69
Mathematics units. Five ot thesestudentscompleted all -or most of the-
langdage units.on word meaning analysis skills, and six students completed the
mathematics unit on computation skills.. Five students also completed at least
one, mathematics, unit on krictions, With about ten percent of the mastered.
units, students indicated that they had received help from a proctor in 'study-
ing the unit. With about six percent of the mastered units, students indicated
that they had,received,help from peons outside, of the class. These percent-
ages do not reflect the Idll extent of the proctoring activities, however,
since much of this effort was directed toward assisting students who were not
yet 'Studying-the PSI materials.. . . .

The ABLE tests in reading-comprehendion-, arithmetic computatiOn, and
arithmetic problem-solving were admini'dtered to,.36 students near the beginning
of their'enrollment. The alternate forms of the same tests were. administered -

to 21 students_near the end of the PSI implementation period.. However, because
of dropouts and poor attendance,only 15 students were both pretested and
poittested (10 PSI students and 5 students from the comparison groups). While -

no particular gains were indicated for the comparison students, the PSI students
showed'average gains of almost one gride level in, reading compnehendion and
morethanone grade level in both arithmetic computation and arithmetic problem
solving.- Several limitations of' these data, other thansuchObvious ones as

small- samPleLsize-and-absence-of-random-assignMeni_of_studentsshould be
noted. First, the test data are for students who were the "survivors "; that
is, they werepreient at the beginning of the PSI implementation period and
still present at the end. Also, the general academic entry level of the
comparison group students was lower than that of the PSI- students; therefore,
the two,grodps of students cannot be saidto represent the same.population.of
students.

The Tennessee "Self- Concept -Scale was administered-to ".23:students (15 PSI
students and 8 coMpariibn-group _students) at the beginning of the implementation,
periOd and- to 21 students 0.2 PSI and 9:Comparison group students) at the end
7ofthe-,Period. As epeCiedthe students' self - concepts were low with the
nverage.scbie being at about :the 30th percentile. The scores of 'the PSI
students and control group students Were basically identical. Both, pre- and..

post-treatment data were obtained_ for seven PSI students and five comparison
group students-. While i-slight increase in self-concept was indicated. for the

-PSI students, and a slight decrease was indicated for the comparison group
students, these data should not be,interpreted,as evidence that the PSI , program

- -- contributed: to increased self- concept. .The data can, 'however, be interpreted

as one indication that PSI _did not contribute to any Major lowering of the
--students'self-concepts.

.-The,:sverage student attendance, for the combined PSI classes for both,
qusrteid Was- 71 percent as compared to an,?average student .attendance for the'
combined comparison groupd for both,quarters of 69 percent.

"The student dropodt rate was computed_for, -all students enrolled in the
three :PSI classes .and the two-COMparison classes during the first month of the

71.7.
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first quarter. Of a total of 24 such students in the PSI classes, 2], percent
.-

dropped out before the end of the second quarter. The dropout rate fot the_.
. seVen similarly enrolled comparison class studehts was 57 percent.

.
. .

D. Conclusions, .. . .

This section discusses sole conclusions regarding the research questions
basedaponthe synthesis, of research, findings on PSI and on adult'learning,
and upon the developmental and-implementation activities_ summarized- above.

t 0 .

1.1

.

The synthesis of previous research findings prov1dd considerable eVidence
that PSI might be a partitularly effective approach to teaching nontraditional

'adult learners. For example, the mastery requirement and self-pacing-feature
of PSI appear particularly suitable for nontraditional adult students who may
be lacking,in self-confidente and thustneed an opportunity to succeed-, -and who
need to work at their own pace because of varying levels of achievement,
capability, and competing demindson their time. The use Of peer proctors in
PSI appears a be an excellent approach-to providing thtvsodial, interactive
element typically sought by nontraditional adult-students.

The implementation activities' and reaulti-also indicate that PSI may have
the potential for effective teaching, of nontraditional adult learners. In the
implemented program, the students did learn. They were enthusiastic about the
program, and they readily adapted: to the idea of students helping students.

The answer to the research queStiOn regarding whether or not ftrther
inveatigation_of the use of PSI for nontraditional adult learners is likely to
be worthwhile is an emphatic PSI appears to-hold considerable- iifolpiig-6

for combining some of the best features of recent technological developments
with Sound educational printiiiles and practices into a program-for addressing
needs such as those of adults-who lack,the basic skills for functioning.iea
-modern technological society.

'The current research activities not only indicate a potential role for ,

PSI in teaching nontraditional adult learnerS, but also indicate a need for. .

further research ta,define that role. Fallowing is a list "of potentially
fruitful.areas for such research. This list is *based upon the researchers'
interpretation of the findings of the current research and suggestions from
various revieqeks8.afIthis-repart; The questions- are considered by the re-
searchers to zeptetent, at a minilnia, examples "of the types of issues that
should be addressed to._,enalgetnat the-potential of PSI for teaching nOntra-
ditionar-adhle:ltarners is realized, While each question is reasonably inde-
pendent of theothers, somepverlap-exists.

(1) .Questions Rtlafed to:PSI\Materials

-0 -What-PSI instructional materials are needed for specific potential
implementations (e.g:i'sfar ABE students)? What should be the
objectives to be met by the instruction-""(e.g.-,to what extent

should the emphasis in- an ABE program be on teaching "life
Skiiiesaa opposed to teaching'the traditional 3Rs)? How does

:See Preface ana Acknowledgements.
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a "good" teacher teach? Can significant teacher activities
that result in superior learning be "packaged" for use. in PSI?

What PSI instructional materials are av.ailable for meeting what0

objectives? To what extenti.fiave these materials been validated?
*what conditions were they validated?

s

-How can the gap .(if one is found to exist) between instructional..
material needs and ,Material availability most effectively and
efficiently be narrowed?

To what extent should reliance be 'placed upon self-instructional
materials as the primary Source -of instruction an opposed, for
example', to reliance, on peer proctors?

O What is the role in PSI of packaged instruction,otherthan
printed materials (e.g., audio tapes for teaching reading)?,

choices---as-tO--instructional :content-can tes-t-be-Ieft:to
the individu4 student?

What is the role in PgI Of diagnosis and description? -What
instruments and-procedures work best?,

What would be the results in PSI of minimizing instruction as
distinctive .element, and maximizing testing (i.e.; using exten-°
sive testing -as the primary-tethod of teaching)? (NOTE:

--Several research activities reported in Volume II', Chapter 2
indicated that students who routinely took mastery tests before
thoroughly studying the materials generally edded up mastering
the materials Anyway. This raises a question as to what extent
traditional-instructional_materials_are essential to learning.) .

O What is the nature of the cognitive skills9 employed by students
in the acquisition of new 'knowledge, problem solving, and
reasoning? What instructional materials and-strategies can aid
students in improving their-cognitive.skills?

(2') Questions Related to the Mastery Requirement of PSI
*.O What are the effects of various rewards for mastery (e.g.,

certificate of completion, field trip) on student performance?

O WLat are the effects of various mastery requirements (e.g., 100.
percent requirement, 80 percent requirement, student-determined
requirement) on student perfozmance? How do these effects vary,
with the nature-of the instruCtional objective?

O
How-:can ntndentn-bes,t be introduced to PSI so that frequent_
testing and the mastery regarement result in positive learning
experiences?

9 Cognitive skills ate defined here as a set of heuristics or methods that
a person employs to regulate internal processes associated with problem solving,
learning, memory, and/or reasoning (cf. Bruner, GOOduow, and Austin, 1956;
Gagne, 1975; Newell and Simon, 1972).
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(3) Questions Related to Self-Pacing

To what extent is student pacing based upon student ability.as
oppose&tb student motivation (or procrastination)?

What is the effect of scheduled study time on time on task?
How does fixed_ scheduling- compare to flexible scheduling?

o How'cin-stddents be' motivated to spend more time on_ task?

= Questions Related` to the .Use of Peer'Proctors--

°

O 0 What are the relative, advantages and-disadvantages of internaL
proctors (i.e., proctors who-alsoare_students in the class)
vs. external proctors '(i.e., proctors who are not students in
the' class)?

.

What are the-advantages-to-the proctor of serving as an internal_
'pkbctart'.:NhAi-iit-the----idWntages and disadvantages of various
reward sysieMs?

0 -What training should be provided to internal proctors ?' To
external ,proctors? ,-

.be found. of successful.proctoringr-What-
contribute to proctor "success"? To what

A 'O What evidence can
factor's appear to
extent should' the
social contact?

proctor be a "teacher"? A motivator? A.
.

(5) Questions Related to Motivational Lectures'

Do Motivational lectures pake'a difference in student.perforr
mince? Under what conditions?.

- c

o What-ar effective - motivational -le c ture-ap tions- (e7g: ,

movies, social events, sessions on communications and human
relations)? .

,..

(6) 'Questions Related' id the PSI-SYstem

° : What are optimum classroom CharaCi:eristics (e.g., class size,
class groupings, meeting time and location, resources) ?' . .

o What effects da various student, proctor, teacher, and system
characteristics have on short -term and long-term:student behaviors?

,.. r
'0 What is the legitimate, role of the teacher in PSI? "How can

.,

-this -role -bZ enhanced so as to meet the, teacher's personal ,and
professional nseds1"°

IS

O 'What are the positive and-negative outccmes of PSI? HaWr-can:
these'dutcomes-bemeaured?

0 How-C-inthe_..cast,effeCtiveness of PSI be determined? -How cost
effective_ -is PSI as -compared to 'other teachingapproache's?

ov


